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Abstract 
Processing documents is a critical and crucial aspect in an enterprise environment. The 
management of documents involves several people and many times becomes a long and 
wasting-time process. Many systems of document workflow have been proposed but usually 
they are too rigid and complex. Therefore we have developed a document workflow engine 
based on the email paradigm. When a user wants to make an order, a request of authorization 
and, in general, any kind of procedure that involve a document, starts her/his request by filling in 
a form and sending it by attaching it to an email. To this purpose the user has to use our web 
application that appears as a normal webmail client.  
Our solution overcomes the actual limitation in the use of document workflow software, 
especially for what concern the user experience; with our system there is no need, for users, to 
learn the functioning of a new framework. In addition, users with different roles have different 
customized view of the document. According with the roles of the users, we trained the system 
to suggest to the user, at each step, a possible receiver of the email. Currently this feature is 
based on the fact that the system knows in advance the flow associated with different type of 
documents.  
As improvement, we will perform a statistical analysis of interactions between senders and 
receivers. This analysis will be used to improve the suggestion mechanism: the system will 
learn the most frequent interactions for each user, depending on the history of previous flow and 
the document involved. Exploiting these information, the suggestion mechanism will advise to 
the user the possible receiver of the document. 
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Introduction 
The problem of processing documents is a critical aspect in the enterprise productivity ([1], [4], 
[7], [8], [9], and [10]). In fact the management of documents involves different actors with 
different roles, possibility of decentralized working environment, different tasks and 
responsibilities. 
Many enterprise operations can be viewed as a series of steps involving the filling out of a form 
representing the document. Furthermore these operations can be concurrent. It is possible to 
define all the activities related to documents in enterprises environments as Document Workflow 
(DW). 
A workflow is “the automation of a business process, in whole or part,  during which documents, 
information or tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according to a set of 
procedural rules” [16].  
With the term Document Workflow (DW) we refer to a particular workflow in which all activities 
are related to document’s compilation. Therefore, a DW can be viewed as the automation and 
administration of particular documents procedures ([2], [4], and [10]).  
Through a DW, a document life-cycle is tracked and supervised continually and the document 
travels among agents who essentially carry out the pipeline receive process and send activity. 
Due these features, a DW can resolve problems related to document management in 
enterprises. 
 
State of the Art  
Nowadays there are many web-based tools for the definition of document workflow. These tools 
are often referred as Enterprise Content Management (ECM). This term is used in the context of 
Content Management to refer to solutions that combine conventional tool for Content 
Management and web-based components that perform traditional archive, document 
management and workflow functionalities [14].  
 
In the rest of this section we will briefly survey some of these tools. 
We can distinguish between tools that offer ECM solutions that include document workflow 
facilities and tools that implement only document workflow systems. 
In the group of ECM with document workflow solutions we can mention, for instance, Alfresco. 
Is an ECM platform built on open source Java-based software that offers both document 
management and workflow capabilities. The documents can be shared or modified 
cooperatively, exploiting shared folders (like Gmail folders). 
Disadvantages come from the fact that these capabilities are too basic, in terms of supported 
workflow patterns and design, to serve specific and sophisticated needs. 
In the same category of Alfresco, is Nuxeo Enterprise; this is the ECM product of Nuxeo suite, 
distributed under LGPL open source license. Features of Nuxeo are very similar to the 
Alfresco’s ones: documents can be captured from an email or dragged and dropped from 
existing folders. 
The workflow engine is based on jBPM (Java Business Process Management) and gives the 
possibility to extend integrated workflow services. 
 
Concerning document workflow system, not ECM solutions, an example is Doqui, an Italian 
open source project targeted to public administration offices. Doqui offers a document workflow 
system that allow public administration to organize, archive and share digital documents. This is 
achieved with a set of different applications that implement single functionalities like sharing, 
archiving, etc. 
Others examples are Cuteflow, an open source workflow system that allow document 
circulation, and DocMGR, a web-based Document Management System. While in Cuteflow, 
users can define "documents" which are sent step by step to every station/user in a list, 
DocMGR allows the storage of any file type, and supports full-text indexing of the most popular 
document formats. 
 
Limits of the Document Workflow Systems  
As emerge from the previous state of the art, current solutions for document workflow have 
some limitations. First of all, with both ECM solutions and document workflow systems, users 
have to learn how to use a new framework. To this purpose, a considerable amount of time 
can be needed.  Moreover, these solutions suffer of the same problems related to generic 
workflow management systems.  
As said in [18], the workflow system categorizes, formalize and automate work that often as a 
fluid and unpredictable nature. 
Furthermore many empirical studies by Joostens ([19]) relates workflow management to the 
organizational structure type defined by Mintzberg ([20]) stressed that, in addition to the 
positive impacts, there are many possible negative aspects [18] . 
The nature of that includes the rigid procedures, the reducing of learning by employees 
(because the steps are pre-programmed), the reducing of motivation of worker (works more 
mechanical) and, finally, the underestimation of the importance of human communication. 
 
From this it’s possible to conclude [15] that production and administrative Workflow 
Management System (WfMS) are suitable for routine situations, but not in the area of 
knowledge work. This because in this particular area it is not possible to define a precise flow 
beforehand there is a need for communication and collaboration between workers. So emerge 
that actors choose their next steps one at time and then for this situation is very important a 
more flexible system (such as ad hoc workflow system and/or collaborative tools), but these 
systems are relatively “unspecified” ([21]). 
Document workflow by mail - WorkMail 
To design an efficient DW engine we start from some key aspects: (i) we need a simple tool 
for collaborative document elaboration; (ii) one of the most used tool in an enterprise 
environment is the email. 
 
 
Figure 1 - Conceptual idea 
 
The use of email is very useful in an organization environment due several reasons: users can 
provide quick answer, easily communicate with other people in the organization, without 
physically meeting them or distribute documents and information in an easy and paperless way.  
But the email paradigm is not sufficient to manage a DW. Despite these advantages, we have to 
take in account some drawbacks: they are impersonal and could be often misunderstood; for 
complicated question, to answer could be a time-consuming task. Moreover, the attachment 
cannot be modified after sending. 
 
We use the paradigm of email as base for a new approach for a document workflow system: 
WorkMail. WorkMail is a web-based application that tries to combine the potential of DW with 
the flexibility of email; in this way we exploit the advantages of the paradigm and exceed 
problems related to above-mentioned drawbacks.  
 
One of the most important advantages of our solution concerns the user experience. Due the 
fact that we exploit the email paradigm, users can use WorkMail easily, without learning 
anything about the functioning of the system. They don’t need to learn how to use a new 
document workflow system but can continue to send email with attached document as usual; 
then, starting to use WorkMail is not a wasting time process. 
 
In WorkMail users are important also for the role played in the company or in the organization.  
Every enterprise, organization or company have an organization chart that provides 
information about employees and their assignment and responsibilities. Typically, these 
distinctions are based on the specific office considered: employees in the administrative office 
have different responsibilities from human resource staff, for instance. Furthermore, in the 
same staff it is possible to distinguish between directors, employees, assistant, etc. 
We use these differences between users to handle with the document and his fields. 
 
The document and his modification are key aspects of WorkMail. In our solution, a document 
is used as attachment of an email that moves from one person to another one. Differently 
from the standard, in WorkMail the document is a special attachment: it is composed by 
different editable fields; depending on his role, different users can visualize and modify, at 
each step, different fields of the document. 
This represents another of the most valuable advantages of using WorkMail: the attachment is 
unique. To modify a document, is not necessary to create a new one and attach the revised 
version as new attachment, but users can modify the existing one. 
Figure 1 shows the base concept of WorkMail. 
 
To illustrate the usefulness of our solution, we propose an example of usage case. We 
consider as case study the process of a travel request (T.R.) in a research institute, the IIT-
CNR. 
In our scenario an employee that have to travel for a conference or a meeting, have to start a 
procedure of travel request. This procedure involve : 
● the employee’s manager for a preliminary authorization 
● the administration office for what concern the budget effort 
● the director for the final authorization 
● the human resource office for closing the procedure. 
 
The flow related to this procedure is resumed in Figure 2. 
In each phase of the process, users have to fill a travel request document, providing different 
kinds of information. The key aspect is that some of these information are known only by 
specific users with specific role. For instance, the information about budget are provided by 
the administration office because these are information that an employee doesn't know. 
 
Figure 2 - Travel Request flow 
 
This is a typical example of collaborative editing of a document. If the same procedure was 
performed using the standard email, at each step, the user have to 
● read the current version of the document 
● create a new document with the already known information  
● fill the fields of the document needed at this step  
● attach the new version of the document  
● send the email at the next user. 
 
Architecture and Implementation 
 
In order to implement our solution, we have designed the architecture showed in Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3 - WorkMail architecture 
 
The core of the architecture is the WorkMail engine that manages all the actions involving the 
shared document, as, for instance, the definition of the permission set. 
 
The Document Manager component has the functionality of: 
● creating template of documents 
● manage the life cycle of a single document (create, read, update and delete) 
The User Role Access Control allows managing the access to the system according to user 
and his roles. 
The Template is used to adapt the view of the entire document, according with the user’ role. 
The Access Description Path allows or denies dynamically the access to a particular field of a 
document basic on: 
● user 
● user’s role 
● type of document 
● step of document workflow 
The “Workflow Description” is a set of rules that describes the document workflow in term of 
users, roles and document.  
 
Our implementation of above described architecture is the showed in Figure 4 
 
Figure 4 - WorkMail implementation 
 
WorkMail is developed using open source technologies like Apache, PHP and MySQL.  We 
choose Drupal as content management framework. One of the major advantages of Drupal is 
its high modularity: it defines hooks, callbacks and API, through which it’s possible to create 
modules to extend it, leaving unchanged the core. 
Moreover, we decide to exploits Drupal also for the implementation of User Role Access 
System. To implement the Document Manager component we use the Drupal module CCK 
(Content Construction Kit) [17]. 
 
The Engine, the Workflow Description and the Access Description Path have been 
implemented in the WorkMail module. We developed this module as composed by following 
three components: 
1. Configuration 
2. User Interface 
3. Engine 
 
 
Configuration 
 
Due to the flexibility of the CMS Drupal it is very simple to reproduce an organization 
environment (users, roles, permissions) and especially with the CCK module it’s easy and fast 
to create any kind of structured document. 
With the CCK module we can create content types. Every content type is fully configurable so 
we can add or remove fields, set the type of these fields and set different permissions per fields 
in the same document. Every document in the workflow system is a new content type. 
Beside fields and content types have own properties, like information about the author and the 
timestamps of creation and modification. 
To make document editing really cooperative different permissions to different roles can be 
assigned to every single field in the document configuration. 
 
Another feature that comes with Drupal framework is the Taxonomy. In this case taxonomy is 
used to categorize the email content type. A vocabulary of tags is associated to the content 
type. 
 
Users and roles are managed by Drupal core. Every user can have one or more roles and the 
permission setting is connected directly with a role. In this way, if a certain user must perform an 
action we need to assign a specific permission to a role and then the role to the user.  
 
User Interface 
While the Configuration and Engine components regard the administration part, the User 
Interface is look like a web-email client (like Gmail, Yahoo mail, Microsoft mail, etc.). 
 
The User Interface is composed by: 
● InBox Tab, that contains the list of all the mail that user has received 
● SentBox Tab, whit the list of all the mail that user has sent 
● Compose Tab, where the user can create a new mail 
 
While the InBox and SentBox looks like an email client, the Compose Tab is different. 
 
 
Figure 5 - Compose message area 
 
As showed in Figure 5, a section containing possible attachments is presented to the user in 
Compose Tab.  
 
For what concern the “To” field, differently from mail, the receiver can be either another user 
or roles: this can be useful when a document have to reach a group of user with a specific 
role, for instance, the administrative office. Even if the receiver is a role, the system will 
resolve the role, in relation with the sending user. 
 
One of the innovative features of WorkMail is the suggestion method. When a user has to 
send a document to someone, the system suggests her/him a list of possible receivers; this 
information is stored statically in the system database, at the moment (see future work section 
for further details). No change will be done to the software, because the employee, in the case 
of the wrong recipient, could change his mail manually. 
This ability simplifies human actions, so a user can decide to follow the proposed flow or 
change it dynamically. 
The fields “Subject” and “Body” have the same function of a common email client. 
Optionally the user can specify one or more tag on the field “TAGS” allowing the 
categorization of emails in folders. For example if a user starts a Travel Request (Ordine di 
missione), he must click on the “Ordine di missione” label. 
 
When a user chooses the type of the attachment, the system shows an instance of the 
document that the user can fill. The visibility of each field of the document and his proprieties 
(readable, editable) depend on the user and on the step of the flow. Figure 6 shows an 
example of T.R. document. 
 
 
Figure 6 - Example of attachment 
 
After saving, the user can see the attachment in the compose area, as showed in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7 - Attachment added 
 
A user can insert one or more attachments. 
When the user ends compiling the workmail, he must press the “Send” button and 
automatically the receiver/s will see a new mail in the InBox. 
Engine  
The first fundamental concept of the engine is the shared document to fill (the attachment of the 
workmail). An instance of content type is called node. 
The attachment node is unique in the whole document workflow, so users edit the same 
instance of the document collaboratively; each user edits only its own part of the document. 
To implement this feature we need a vessel to deliver the shared document between users, 
so another content type has been created to contain the attachment. 
This new content type (workmail) has as much instances as the number of users involved and 
performs the role of the classic mail. 
The workmail content type contains data about the recipients, the object, the body and other 
flags indicating if a mail is readed or not. 
When a user creates a mail with a document attached the engine creates: 
● workmail content types for each user in the recipient 
● a single attachment content type 
A user creates new workmail content types also when he replies or forwards the mail the 
attachment. 
 
The second fundamental concept is the permissions set. Obviously, the workmail content type 
can be seen only by the users in the recipient, but the real innovation is the attachment. 
Every attachment node hasn’t a prefixed permission setting, because in our case the flow is 
dynamic and not static (suggestion can be overwritten). So the engine is capable of 
calculating the right permission at runtime, depending on the content of the recipient field. We 
only need to preset generic roles with generic permissions on the document’s field; the engine 
dynamically associate users to these generic roles during the document flow. 
Conclusion and Future Work 
In this work, WorkMail has been exposed to present our approach to overcome the limitations 
of the current document workflow software. The benefit that our model includes is twofold.  
From a user’s point of view, the use of the email paradigm is helpful to learn using the 
document workflow system. 
From a system’s point of view, WorkMail encourages people for collaboration and is exception 
free; this is allowed by the fact that the user will manage the flow, choosing the receiver of the 
document at each step. Moreover, we want to underline the advantages using this system as 
a paperless way to manage documents.  
 
Even if our approach can solve different problems, many technical aspects can be improved 
and some new features can be developed. 
First of all, it will be possible to define an “end” state for the document: this is the case of 
document that are completely compiled and to extend the search area for filtering a workmail 
according to sender user, type of attachment, data and tags. 
It could be possible to add a feature for digital signature: in this way, documents generated by 
WorkMail can get legal effect. 
Another important feature that can be added is the saving of document in different format, like 
XML, DOC, PDF, and the integration with the Google Documents’ words. 
 
A very interesting and most innovative feature that we are planning to implement is a smart 
suggestion mechanism. This mechanism will suggest to the user, from each kind of document 
and for each step of the flow, who could be the receiver of the email. 
We will perform a statistical analysis of different information, like involved users, roles, type of 
attachment and step of the flow, to determine the frequency of the relationship between a 
sender and receiver, regarding a particular attachment. 
Obviously, the engine will need some time to learn the flow and then the recipients to suggest, 
thanks to that it will be possible to provide a learning mode for first time. In case of significant 
changes of a flow, it’s possible to allow restarting the learning process for specific type of 
attachment(s). 
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